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The Finest German Glass Glitter
A favorite among artists and crafters
due to its outstanding brilliance, color
and diamond-like sparkle, Meyer
Imports Glass Glitter is unlike any
other glitter.

Meyer Imports Glass Glitter is made
from real silver coated ground glass
so the color is always bright and
luminous. This is the highest-quality
glitter available, made in Germany in
very small batches by a small family
run company.

Sometimes referred to as Vintage
Glass Glitter, our Glitter will season
with age, giving your project that
lustrous glimmer & patina that only
the best glass glitter can provide.

Available in over 200 brilliant rich
colors and grain sizes from fine
ground glass to very course grits.

From powder sugar super fine glitter
to Super Shards of diamond like
sparkles, we have what you need for
your next project!

The grain size of our glitters are measured in Grit Size.
This handy chart displays all the grit sizes we carry!

Glitter Grit Sizing

100 Grit - Very Fine

Best for papercrafts, scrapbooking, fine craft and
artwork.  Provides the best coverage.

90 Grit - Fine (Popular)

Our most popular grit size. Great for a wide
range of holiday and general craft & art projects

80 Grit - Medium

This heavier grain is great where sparkle is more
important than coverage.

70 Grit - Course

This grain is chunky and really picks up and
reflects light for the best sparkle!

40 Grit - Super Shards

These small shards are the most unique glitters
available!  Known for maximum sparkle and
shine!
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Available in one ounce jars, & bulk packages from ¼ pound to hundreds of pounds!


